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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Francis, R.I.C.C.; Mace, P.M. (2005). An evaluation of some alternative harvest strategies. 
New Zealand Fisheries Assessment Report 2005/60. 30 p. 

A series of simulation experiments was canied out to evaluate alternative harvest strategies, most of 
which are variants of the MCY (Maximum Constant Yield) and CAY (Current Annual Yield) 
strategies. These showed the following. 

1. There would be no appreciable loss of long-term yield h m  a CAY strategy if the fish stock 
were assessed only wery third year. 

2. The Prisk constraint (that biomass should be above 2 0 W o  at least 90% of the time) 
effectively prevents very low biomasses (< 5%B0) for the CAY strategy, but not for the MCY 
strategy. The effect of an additional constraint to prevent these very low biomasses under 
constant-catch harvesting was quite variable. In the scenarios considered it often caused only 
a relatively small drop in yield (< 20%), but in some circumstances the drop was much larger 
(as much as 40%). 

3. The Prisk constraint is not very restrictive for the CAY strategy (dropping it does not provide 
a substantial increase in long-term yield). 

4. A new strategy - MCY with a thmhold biomass - was shown to be intermediate between 
MCY and CAY (and can be adjusted tb be closer to one or the other by adjusting the 
threshold biomass). 

5. Several alternative ways of defining a more precautionary version of MCY have been 
explored and their consequences demonstrated. 

6. The effect of autocorrelated recruitment is to reduce yields, but this reduction is small for 
variable-catch strategies. 

7. A number of rather arbitrary technical assumptions were required for these simulation 
experiments (e.g., the number of years simulated in each run). The effect of these 
assumptions was much greater for constant-catch strategies than it was for those with variable 
catches. 



This report arises h m  Ministry of Fisheries project IP.42004104, whose only objective was Evaluate 
alternative harvest strategies. It extends the work of Francis (1992), who developed operational 
definitions of MCY (Maximum Constant Yield) aad CAY (Cment Annual Yield), including a 
simulation methodology to calculate these yields and associated quantities, and showed how these 
yields depended on various life-history parameters. The present repolt describes the results of a series 
of simulation experiments used to evaluate some alternative harvest strategies, most of which are 
variants of the MCY and CAY strategies. 

2. METHODS 

Simulations were carried out using the population-modelling software CASAL. The major 
assumptions made are documented in this section, and fuaher details are available in the CASAL 
manual (Bull et al. 2004) and in appendices to this report. 

2.1 Two populations 

The bidogical parameter that most affects the productivity of a f& stock, and thus how it responds to 
any harvest strategy, is natural mortality (usually denoted M). For this reason two alternative 
populations were simulated: one with low (loM), and one with high natural mortality (hiM). Other 
life-history parameta used for these two populations (Table 1) were based on those for Chatham 
Rise orange mughy and Campbell Plateau southern blue whiting respectively. 

Table 1: 'Wehistory pramete& which differ between the 1oM and hiM populations. The maturation 
ogive is logisticgroduchg (Bull et al. 2004) with 50% mature at age a- and 95% mature at age 
1z50 +-; growth foUOWS a V O ~  Bertdanffy curve (relating mean lengtb In em to age In years); and the 
length-weight function, W =  db, relates Length in cm to weight in t 

Maximum Maturation Growth Leneth-wei& 
Population age (Y) a50 (Y) -5 (Y) M(Y") L, (cm) k~i') b (Y) LI b 
loM 70 29 3 0.05 37.2 0.065 -0.5 9.21 x 10.' 2.71 
hiM 15 2 6 0.2 49.6 0.335 -0.98 4.6~ lo4 3.12 

Two other life-history parameters were varied in the simulations; both concerned with recruitment. 
The first is the steepness of the stock-recruit relationship. This relationship was assumed to be of the 
Beverton-Holt form, which may be written as 

where R is the expected recruitment and S is the spawning biomass (both expressed as a fiaction of 
their value in the udshed stock) and h is the steepness. Two values of steepness were used: 0.75 
(recommended as a default value by Francis (1992)) and 0.9 (Figure 1). The other parameter, rho, is 
the autocorrelation coefficient for the log of recruitment. Two values of rho were used: 0 and 0.6. 
The former is used in most New Zealand stock assessments; the latter was arbitrarily chosen after an 
examination of plots like those in Figure 2. 

All other assumptions about the fish population and fishery were the same in all simulations. These 
assumptions are documented in the CASAL input files in Appendix 1 (which should be read in 
conjunction with Bull et al. (2004)). The main assumptions are that: the population was partitioned 
by age @om age 1 to the maximum age of Table 1, with the last age class acting as a plus group) and 
maturity state (but not by sex, which is ignored); there was only one time step in each year, with 
spawning biomass calculated after half the year's mortality had been removed; the fishery was 



assumed to act only on the mature fish, which were all equally available, with a maximum possible 
emloitation rate of 0.67: and recruitment deviates were assumed to be lognormally distributed with a 
c.;. (coefficient of -tion) of 0.6. This last value was chosen, following  cis (1992), as a 
medium value (it is the approximate median of 
the set of values compiled by Beddington & 
Cooke (1983)). The biomass of the unfished 
stock, Bo, was arbitrarily set to 1000 t for all 
simulations. 

Figure 1: The two stock-recruit relationships 
used in simulations. These relationships show the CK 

expected recruitment R from a given spawning OSO- 

biomass S, where both R and S are expressed as a 
fraction of their value in the d i h e d  stock. The 
dotted lines serve as a reminder of the meaning of 
the steepness parameter (e.g., a steepness of 0.75 
implies that recruitment is expected to be 0.75 of 0,0 
its unfished level when the spawnlng biomass is do 02 0:4 0:6 0:8 1:0 
0.2 of its unfished level). S 

Recntitment Biomass (hiM) Biomass (loM) 
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Figure 2: Plots Ulusbatingthe effect of the recruitment autocorrelation parameter, rho, on time series of 
recruitment (left panels) and unnshed spawning biomass for the hiM (middle panels) or loM (right 
panels) population. Different recruitment sequences were used in each of the three columns. 



2.2 Ten hawest strategies 

We now describe the 10 harvest strategies investigated in our initial analyses (fuaher strategies are 
described in Section 4). All these strategies may be seen as generalisations of MCY and CAY, as 
defined by Francis (1992). They are characterised by having a target harvest level (usually either a 
catch or an exploitation rate) and one or more risk constraints. For each strategy we canied out 
simulations to find the optimum harvest level for each scenario, where this optimum is the level which. 
maximises the long-term average catch subject to the risk constraint(s). 

Our approach modified the MCY and CAY strategies in three ways. First, we allowed more than one 
type of risk, though they all address the risk associated with possible recruitment failure at low stock 
sizes (Table 2). Prisk is the type that was used by Francis (1992) as a way of operationalising the 
phrase 'with an acceptable level of risk' in the definitions of MCY and CAY in the Guide to 
Biological Reference Pointr (see pp. 14-21 in Annala et al. (2004)). The biomass threshold of 20%B0 
for this risk may be too high so we formulated Prisk2 using a lower threshold The third type of risk, 
Priskr, was devised to deal with a problem that (as will be shown below) arises in MCY simulations. 
Suppose we simulate harvesting a fish population over a period of 100 years, and then repeat this 100 
times (we call this 100 nms of 100 years). This gives us a total of 10 000 years over which to 
calculate Prisk and Prisk2. 'What can happen is that value of Prisk or Prisk2 is unacceptably high in 
some runs even though its value calculated over all runs is satisfactory. Priskr allows this possibility 
to be controlled by defining risk in terms of a percentage of m, rather than of years. 

Table 2: Three types of risk used in the harvest-strategy simulations 
Name Descriotion - -. - ..... r 
Prisk Percentage of yean in which SSB < 20%SSBo 
PrisW P&entage of years in which SSB < 5%SSBo 
Priskr Percentage of runs in which SSB c ZO%SSB~ in more than 1% of years 

Our second modification is to allow the possibility that stocks may not be assessed every year (which 
means that the TAC cannot change every year). This, together with our changes in the definition of 
risk, is dticient to allow 6 of the 10 strategies described here (CAYp, CAY3y, CAY2r, MCYp, 
MCY2r. PCY - see Table 3). The third modification, needed for MCYtb and the CBMSY strategies, 
was to the procedure for setting the TAC in each year. Strategy MCYtb (which denotes MCY with a 
threshold biomass) is like MCYp except that when the biomass is estimated to have failen below the 
threshold biomass, B h  the TAC is reduced proportionately. The threshold biomass used for MCYtb 
was BM-, the mean biomass under the MCYp strategy (but other possibilities for B~hr are considered 
in Section 4). A different modification to TAC setting was used for the CBMSY (chasing BMSY) 
strategy. Before describing this strategy we need to discuss what we mean by MSY and BMSY. 

We take the point of view, following Francis (1999), that there is no unique MSY (maximum 
sustainable yield) or BMSY (the average biomass that corresponds MSY) for any stock Any harvest 
strategy that meets the objectives of stakeholders can be optimised. MSY is then defined to be the 
average annual catch achieved under that optimised strategy, and Busy is the average biomass of the 
spawning population when harvested according to this strategy. Any of the strategies described here 
could, in principle, be adopted as best for some fish stock, so each strategy provides a possible 
defkition (or alternative interpretation) of MSY and BWY for that stock Note that BMSY is a 
consequence of the definition of our chosen strategy; it cannot be a part of the definition of the 
strategy. 

CBMSY was defined in such a way that the catch in each year would be set so as to move the biomass 
towards a target biomass, B,,. Specifically, the catch for year y, C,, was set so that the projected 
value ofBr waspB,, + (l-p)BY-I.. For.this strategy the harv,est.level w p  defined by two parameters: 
the target biomass, B-, and the parameterp which determines how far towards B- we try to move 
the biomass each year. Thus in seeking an optimal harvest level we look for values of B,, andp that 
maximise the long-term average catch, subject to the risk constraint(s). Some sort of forward 



projection was required to work out what value of C, is likely to achieve the desired value for B,. In 
the time available for this project it was not possible to hiqlement full age-structured projections 
within the harvest-strategy module of CASAL. Instead, a simple type of p ro jgon  was implemented 
(see Appendix 2). Strategies CBMSY3y and CBMSY2r are obvious extensions of CBMSY. mote 
on naming. CBMSY would perhaps be better named CBtarg because it is Em, rather than BMSY, that 
is pursued by this strategy. We chose the label CBMSY because this strategy was as close as we 
could get to the common practice in New Zealand of adopting some value of B ~ s y  for a stock and 
then setting TACs in order to move the stock biomass towards that level (an approach motivated by 
Section 13 of the Fisheries Act 1996).] 

Table 3: Descriptions of the 10 hawest strategies Investigated in the initial analyses. For each strategy a 
hamest level was considered acceptable only if all risk constraints were satisfied (e.g., for CAY2r this 
requires that Prlsk not exceed 10 and PriskZ not exceed 0.1). 

Risk constraints 
Harvest Assessment fmaximum accwtable values) 

Strategy level frequency (y) Prisk (%) Prisk2 (%) Priskr (%) Comments 
CAYP exploitation rate 1 10 - - PurecAY 
CAY3y exploitation rate 3 10 - - As for CAYp but catch 

changes only every 3 y 
CAY2r exploitation rate 1 10 0.1 - As for CAYp but with two 

risk constraints 
CBMSY p,BW 1 10 - - Set Cyso that 

By =PBL.RY~-P)B~I 
CBMSY3y p,B, 3 10 - - Set C,=C,+I=C,+~ so that. 

Bfl =PBW+(~-P)B,, 
CBMSY2r p, B,, 1 10 0.1 - As for CBMSY but with two 

risk constraints 
MCYp targetcatch 1 10 - - PunMCY 
MCYtb target catch 1 10 - - As for MCYp except that 

when B,lcB~cy set 
Cy=(target catch)B,,lBMcy 

MCYZr target catch 1 10 0.1 - As for MCYp but with two 
riskconstraints 

PCY target catch 1 .  1 0.1 10 As for MCY2r but with lower 
Prisk constraint and also a 
Prisla constraint 

2.3 Simulation procedures 

Harvest-strategy simulations were carried out for a range of scenarios, with each scenario being 
defmed by specified values for each of the six control parameters in Table 4. Not all combinations of 
these values were evaluated (this would have required 320 scenarios). Instead, a sensitivity-analysis 
approach was used to reduce the number of scenarios. Base values were selected for four of the six 
control parameters (steepness, rho, error, and nyear) and scenarios in which al l  these values were 
used were called base scenarios. Other scenarios were constructed by varying just one of these 
parameters at a time. 

For each scenario, the aim was to find the optimal way of fishing under the conditions determined by 
these specified values. This was done by finding the harvest level that produces the maximum long- 
term mean catch while satisfying the risk constraint(s). One hundred simulation runs were carried out 
for each harvest level. In each run the population was simulated for an initial number of years to 
reach a steady state (100 y for loM, 25 y for hlM), and then for a further nyear years. For each 
hawest level we calculated the mean catch, Cav, the mean biomass, Bai; and the relevant risks (Prisk, 
Prisk2, andlor Priskr), using only the last nyear years from each run. Thus, when nyeruc100, Cav 
was an average of 10 000 annual catches. The optimum harvest level was that which produced the 



largest Cav while satisfying the risk wnstraint(s). The values of Cav and Bav at that optimum harvest 
level are the MSY and BMW, respectively. 

Table 4: Control parameters, and the values taken by them, lo the dlfferent scenarios investigated in this 
report Values marked are base valnes; other values were considered only in sensitivity analyses. 
Control parameter Description Values 
population Chamtorises &rent sets of life-history parameters loM, hiM (as in Table 2) 

@articularly natural mortality) 
steepness Determines how steep the stock-recruit relationship is 0.75*, 0.95 (see Figure 1) 
rho Autocorrelation in log recruitment O*, 0.6 (see Figure 2) 
error Determines whether a ~ ~ ~ u a l  stock-assessment uncertainty is T*, F 

included in simulations 
sfrategv Harvest strategy As in Table 3 
nyear Number of years in each simulation rn 100*,1000 

Stochastic recruitment was generated using a lognormal distribution, i.e., Ry = r,ep where r, is the 
recruitment predicted from the stock-recruit relationship and ey is a lognormal random variable with 
mean 1 and sigmuR = s.d(log(e,)) = 0.6. When autocorrelation was allowed in recruitment (i.e., rho # 

0), log(%) was generated as an AR(1) process (Box & Jenkins 1976). 

When stock-assessment error was included in the simulations, this appeared as a lognormal error, with 
c.v = 0.2, in estimated biomass. Which biomass this error was applied to depended on the strategy. It 
was applied to the beginning-of-year biomass in each year for al l  CAY strategies, to BPI for CBMSY 
strategies, to Bo for MCYp and M m r ,  and to BO and B,I for MCYtb. 

3. INITIAL SIMULATION RESULTS 

The CBMSY strategy, as implemented here, turned out to be quite unsatisfactory, so the associated 
CBMSY3y and CBMSY2r strategies were not evaluated. Our way of demonstrating the poor 
performance of CBMSY uses results from another strategy, so we have chosen to present and discuss 
results for all the other strategies before addressing CBMSY. 

3.1 Non-CBMSY strategies 

A total of 90 scenarios were investigated (see Appendix 3). We start by discussing results for MCYp 
and CAYp and then show the effect of modifying these strategies, and also of some necessary, but 
arbitrary, technical assumptions. 

3.1.1 MCYp and CAYp 

The process of finding the optimum harvest level for each MCYp or CAYp scenario is illustrated in 
Figure 3. Simulations were carried out for a range of harvest levels and a search process was used to 
find the level that maximised the average catch, Cav, while satisfying the constraint that Prisk < 10%. 
Thus the optimum harvest level for these strategies will occur either at the maximum of the Cav lime 
or when Prisk = lo%, whichever is lower. The latter occurred for all CAYp scenarios, and for all 
MCYp scenarios except those with nyear = 1000 y. Francis (1992), whose simulations covered a 
wider range of values of steepness and recruitment variability, found that the optimum harvest level 
was most likely to occur at the maximum of Cav (with Prisk < 10%) when steepness was low (0.5) or 
recruitment variability was low (xi& = 0.4). Note that MSY for a CAYp strategy is sometimes 
labelled MAY (maximum average yield), and BWY is used in place of BMSY; similarly BMCY is 
sometimes used with a MCY strategy. Another way of viewing these results is to show the curve 
relating Bav and Cav as the harvest level changes (Figure 4). These are essentially surplus production 



curves for each harvest strategy. It is of interest to see how much closer to being symmetrical the 
MCY production curve is than that for CAY. 

The precision of the results obtained in this report is limited because only 100 runs were simulated for 
each harvest level in each scenario. This means that the curves in Figures 3 and 4 are only 
approximate. R e d g  a scenario with a different random number seed would produce a slightly 
different curve. We ensured that these curves would always be fairly smooth by using the same 
random number seed for each harvest level in a scenario. However, these curves do have an 
associated enor, as do the estimated optimum harvest level, MSY, and BMsV (Figure 5; the confidence 
intervals in this plot were calculated by resampling h m  the 100 runs simulated at each harvest level). 
For most of this report, these errors were not large enough to be of concern put  see Section 3.1.3). 

There are some characteristic differences between MCYp and CAYp strategies. The former always 
produced a lower MSY and higher BMsy than the latter. Also, the biological parameter which most 
affected the yield was M (natural mortality); steepness had a lesser effect (Figure 6). Another 
important difference is that biomass fluctuates much more under an MCYp strategy. Moreover, with 
a CAYp strategy, the biomass stayed above 20% BO for most of the time in all of the 100 runs, 
whereas with an MCYp strategy there were some runs in which it was often below 20% Bo and others 
where it was always above Figure 7). What tends to happen with MCYp runs is that the biomass 
fluctuates widely until there is, by chance, a sequence of recruitments that is sufficiently poor to cause 
the population to crash Once it has crashed it usually does not rebuild. This does not happen with 
CAYp rum because the catch is reduced as the biomass falls. We will see below that this causes the 
estimated MAY to be sensitive to changes in nyear for an MCYp strategy, but not for a CAYp 
strategy. 

80 
MSY = 55. 

Target catch, C (t) 

Harvest level 
Exploitation rate, U 

Figure 3: Illustration of shylation outputs for the MCYp and CAYp base scenarios with the hiM 
population (scenarios 46 and 43 iaAppendix 3). In boih panels, the lines show how average catch, Cav 
(black line, left axis) and Prisk (grey line, right axis) change as the harvest level (x-axis) increases. 

9 



0 260 460 do 860 1 

Average biomass. Bav 

Figure 4: The relationship between average catch, Cav, and average biomass, Bav, for the MCYp (black 
h e )  and CAYp (grey h e )  base scenarios with the h i  population (scenarios 46 and 43 in Appendix 3). 
The h e s  are solid when Prisk < 10% and broken when Prisk > 10%. The lines should be interpreted as 
startlng in the bottom right corner, when the hamest level is zero (so Cav = 0, Bav = 1000 t), and then 
moving upwards to the left as the harvest lwei increases. 

Figure 5: Illustration of uncertainty in 10 

simulation output for the base MCYp scenario 
with the hiM population. The solid curves are 
estimated values for averagecatch, Cav (black 
line, left axis), and Prisk (grey line, right axis) 
and the broken curves are approsimate 95% 
confidence intervals. 

Harvest level (target catch. 1) 



MSY 

W& CAYp strategy 
Figure 6: Comparison of the MSY (left panels) and BMsv (right panels) achieved with MCYp and CAYp 
strategies applied with the same assumptions. Each plotted poht represents results from a pair of 
scenarios which are identical except for the harvest strategy, which were MCYp or CAYp. The upper 
panels are identical to the lower panels, except that the plotting symbols in the former identify which 
population was simulated OoM or hiM) and those h the latter identify the stock-recruit steepness. 
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Figure 7: Biomass trajectories from 10 arbitrarily selected runs of 100 y for base scenarios with the hlM 
population and A, the CAYp or B, the MCYp strategy. The horizontal broken h e  is at 20% Bo. 
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3.1.2 Modifications to MCYp and CAYp 

Some modifications to these strategies had much bigger effects than others (Figure 8). Decreasing the 
frequency of assessments made virtually no difference to the CAY strategy (Figure 8, first row). 
Adding the second risk constraint often caused only a relatively small (< 20%) reduction in MSY for 
the MCY strategy, though sometimes the reduction was much greater (as much as 40% for the two 
scenarios with hiM, steepness = 0.75, and error = T) (Figure 8, second row). However, the additional 
constraint made no difference whatever to the CAY strategy (not plotted). In other words, for CAYp, 
satisfylug the Prisk constraint always implied satisfjmg Prisk2, but this was not tme for MCYp. The 
more stringent risk criteria for the PCY strategy led to lower MSY and higher BMsV (Figure 8, third 
row). 

The most striking change came with the MCYtb strategy. The name of this strategy, which suggests it 
is a constant-catch strategy, turned out to be misleading. In fact the strategy is constantcatch when 
the biomass is above the threshold biomass, Bfir (=BMSY for a MCYp strategy), and constant- 
exploitation rate when it is below that level. In our simulations the biomass was usually below BU, 
( B M ~ ~  was typically only two-thirds of B&) and the MSY was much less than the optimum harvest 
level (Figure 9). Consequently, this strategy behaved much like a CAY strategy: MSY was very 
similar to that for the CAYp strategy, though BhlsY was slightly higher (Figure 8, bottom row). 

MSY 

C A W  W) w CAYP (x) 

20 

MCY2r (y) w MCYp (x) 

100 MCYtb (y) vs CAYp (x) 

20 

~ i ~ u r e . 8 :  Effect of modi£icatibns t'o MCYp a n d . C ~ ~ p  strategiei. Each iow of two panels compares a 
modified strategy with one of the two "pure" strategies in terms of MSY (left panel) and Bm (right 
panel). Each plotted point represents results from a pair of scenarios which are identical except for the 
harvest strategy. The plotting symbols identify which population was simulated (loM or hiM). 



Threshold m a s s ,  8, (t) Optimum henrest level (t) 

Figure 9: Two comparisons for the MCYtb strategy: A, BMsu vs Ber , and B, MSY vs optimum hawest 
level. Each plotted point represents one MCYtb scenario and the plotting symbol identifks which 
population was simulated (loM or hiM). 

3.1.3 The effect of arbitrary assumptions 

Some of the assumptions involved in the above simulations were essentially arbitrary. In particular, 
there is no obvious choice for nyear, the number of years in a run, so the value nyear = 100 is 
arbitrary. Similarly, although it is reasonable to include some assessment e m r  and recruitment 
autocorrelation, it is hard to say how much should be used of either. In this section we consider the 
effect of changing these arbitrary decisions. We will see that the effect depends quite strongly on 
whether the harvest strategy being considered was 'constant-catch' (MCYp, MCY2r, PCY) or 
'variable-catch' (CAYp, CAY3y, CAY2r, MCYtb). 

In terms of MSY, the variablecatch strategies were much less affected by these arbitrary decisions 
than were those with constant catch (Figure 10). Omitting assessment error (setting error = F) had 
virhdly no effect with variable catches, but increased MSY by 10-50% for those with constant catch. 
Adding recruitment autocorrelation (setting rho = 0.6) decreased MSY for all strategies, but less so 
for variable-catch strategies (typical drop of 5%) than for those with constant catch (drop of 5% to 
35%). Increasing nyear to 1000 had little effect on CAYp, but reduced MSY for MCYp and PCY 
(the apparent increase in MSY for one MCYp scenario is an error arising from the low precision 
associated with the fact that only 100 runs were simulated for each harvest level). 
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Figure 10: Effect on MSY of changes in three arbitrary decisions: A, omitting assessment error (setting 
error = F); B, adding recruitment autocorrelation (setting rho = 0.6); and C, increasing the number of 
years in each run (setting nyeur = 1000). Each plotted point represents the percentage change in MSY 
when a change is made in one of these arbitrary decisions, and the plotting symbol identities the number 
of the scenario before the decision was changed (e.g., the highest point in the top panel shows that the 
MSY in scenario 6 was about 50% greater than that in scenario 20, which is the same as scenario 6 except 
that error = F). 
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3.2 CBMSY strategies 

The unsatisfactory performance of CBMSY is easily illustrated by comparison with results'for CAYp. 
In terms of MSY, the two strategies were very similar, whether or not there was assessment e m r  
(Table 5). However, they performed very differently in terms of annual fluctuations in catch and 
biomass. When there was no assessment error, biomass fluctuated less and catch fluctuated more for 
CBMSY than for CAYp; however, when assessment error was included both catch and biomass 
fluctuated very widely for CBMSY, and there was a very high incidence of zero catches (Figure 11). 
Note that zero catches occur with a CBMSY strategy when, according to the projections, the biomass 
that is aimed at for year y [PB- + (1-p)BJ is lower than that expected with zero catch. The aim in 
the CBMSY strategy was to "chase BMSy9', i.e., to set the catch is such a way as to move the biomass 
towards BM~Y. This was well achieved when there was no assessment error, although the catch 
fluctuated moderately (more so than for CAYp). However, when there was assessment error the 
CBMSY strategy caused the biomass to overshoot very substantially and produced unacceptably large 
fluctuations in catch. 

Table 5: Comparison of the performance of CAYp and CBMSY strategies applied, with and without 
assessment error, to a 1oM population with steepness 0.75, rho = 0, and nyeur = 100. 

Assessment Optimum Percentage of years 
Strategy erroff harvest level MSY BMSY with zero catches 
CAYp No E4.0887 23.3 245.0 0.0 
CAYp Yes E4.0882 23.3 246.7 0.0 
CBMSY No ~ 4 . 2 ,  Bm=245 23.5 244.4 0.1 
CBMSY Yes H . 4 3 ,  Bm=551 22.2 323.2 74.1 

CAYp & CBMSY (no err.) CAYp CBMSY 

Year 
Figure 11: Illustration of the effect of assessment error on the CAYp and CBMSY strategies: trajectories 
of biomass (upper panels) andcatch flower panels) from one 100-year run from each of the four scenarios 
in Table 5. The left two panels compare CAYp and CBMSY when there is no assessment error; the other 
panels show the effect of assessment error on CAYp (middle panels) and CBMSY (right panels). 



4. ADDITIONAL SIMULATIONS 

After co'nsidering the results from the above simulations, three further sets of simulations were 
designed and carried out. These are described in the following three sub-sections. 

4.1 Simplifying the definition of PCY 

The above definition of PCY is complex because it uses three sep&e risk criteria, involving seven 
more or less arbitrary numbers (e.g., the Priskr criterion uses three arbitrary numbers that are 
underlined in the following definition: the percentage of runs in which SSB < in more than 1% 
of years should be < u%). We considered two ways of simplifying this definition; both involve 
dropping two of the risk qiteria and modifying the thud. Full results for all scenarios are given in 
*Appendix 4: the effects on yields are plotted in Figure 12. 

First, we tried dropping the PriskZ and Priskr criteria. If we leave the F'risk constraint at 1%, the MSY 
is unchanged for about half the scenarios and increased, by up to IS%, for the rest, while the original 
Prisk2 or Priskr constraints are broken in half the scenarios. Dropping the Prisk constraint to 0.5% 
gives MSY values very siniilar to those from the original definition and maintains the other original 
risk constraints in all but three scenarios. Dropping the Prisk constraint fuaher to 0.1% has a rather 
variable effect on MSY, reducing it by 0 to 28% ( h m  the original values), and always maintains the 
original Prisk2 and Prish constraints. 

Next, we tried dropping the Prisk and Risk2 criteria and setting the Priskr constraint at either lo%, 
5%, or 1%. The effect on MSY of this change varied markedly from scenario to scenario Figure 12, 
right panel). In all cases Prisk < lo%, but Prisk2 exceeded its original constraint (0.1%) in some 
scenarios, though progressively fewer as the Priskr constraint was reduced. 

D ~ D  Prlsld and Pliskr A Dmp Prlsk and PrlslQ El 

Percentage change in MSY 

Figure 12: Effect on MSY of simplifying the defdtion of PCY: A, by dropping the PrisW and Priskr 
criteria and trying three alternative values for the Prisk constraint, and B, by dropping the Prisk and 
Prisk2 criteria and trying three alternative values for the Priskr constraint Each plotted point shows 
how the .&BY in one of the original PCY 'scenarios ehangedwheu the PCY defdtion was modified; the 
original scenario Lc identified to the left of the plots by a scenario number (as in Appendix 3) and the 
values forpopulafion, steepness, rho and error. 



4.2 Two further strategies: CAYnr and CAYR 

4.3 Variants of MCYtb 

Two further variants of the CAY strategy were considered. Each differed from CAYp only in its risk 
constraint: CAYm (m = no risk) had no risk constraint; in CAYr2 the Prisk constraint was replaced 
by the PrisE constraint (as applied in MCY2r and PCY). Each of the twelve original CAYp 
scenarios with nyea~100 was rem with both CAYm and CAYr2 (full results are given in Appendix 
5). 

The two strategies produced almost identical results, and the extent to which they differed fium 
CAYp was smaller with lower steepness (Figure 13). MSY was slightly higher (by 0% to 4% with 
steepness 0.75, and by 6% to 13% with steepness 0.95). Prisk values always exceeded 10% (they 
were 11% to 30% with steepness 0.75, and 48% to 100% with steepness 0.95). 

A B 

Strategy MCYtb uses B m  as a threshold biomass (Bk) and acts like a constant-catch (MCY) strategy 
when the biomass is above this level and a constant-evloitation-rate (CAY) strategy when it is 
below. In this section we consider variants in which different values are used for Btb MCYtb.75 
uses Bu, = 0.75BMm; MCYtb.5 uses BU, = 0.5BMcu; and MCYtb20% uses Bk  = 20O/&. These 
strategies were evaluated for the same 12 scenarios for which MCYtb was evaluated (see Appendix 6 
for full results). Values of BMC( associated with these scenarios ranged from 32%& to 63YoBO (Table 
6). 

These strategies may be thought of as intermediate between CAYp and MCYp. We have already seen 
that MCYtb (in which B~hr = BMX) is similar to CAYp. As BU, decreases, the strategy moves towards 
MCYp, in the sense that MSY and BMSY tend towards their values for MCYp (Figure 1 4 4  B). 
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The exploitation rates used by these strategies when B < B h  may be calculated by dividing the 
optimal target catch (H in Appendix 6) by Bk. This exploitation rate increased as Bthr decreased, and 
the corresponding exploitation rate for a CAYp stmtegy always lay between those for MCYtb and 
MCYtb.75 (Figure 14C). 

Pemntaga hcmaae in MSY Prlsk 

Figure 13: Results for strategies CAYnr and CAYrf: A, percentage increase in MSY (compared to 
CAYp); and B, Prlsk. The scenario for each plotted point is identified to the left of the plots by the values 
for popufation, steepness, rho, and error. 
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Table 6: Values of BhIW (expressed as %Bo) associated with the twelve MCYtb seenarlos. Scenario 
numbers are as in Appendix 3. 
Scenario oooulatwn steeoness rho error BMcy(%&) 

49.6 

Figure 14: Comparison of results from MCYtb variants with those from CAYp and MCYp: A, MSY; B, 
Bmy, and C, exploitation rates. Each plotting symbol (A, B, etc) identifies the values of population, 
steepness, rho, and error for the associated scenario. Horizontal scales in panelsA.arl-d B are logaiithmic 
to help spread out the plotted points; note that the order of the strategies on the y-axis in panel C is 
different &om that in the other panels. 



With these strategies, catch is reduced when the biomass becomes low so we might expect them to be 
insensitive to changes in nyear (as CAYp is). To check this we repeated two of the MCYtb20% 
scenarios with nyear increased to 1000 and found, as expected, that this change made little difference - 
(Figure 15). 

Harvest level 
Figure 15:. Output from four MCYtbZO% scenarios showing that increasing nyear from 100 to 1000 
made Uttle difference: A, with the loM population; and B, with the hiM population (in all scenarios 
steepness = 0.75, rho = 0, and error = T). On both panels the h e s  show how average catch, Cav (black 
be, left axis) and Prlsk (grey line, right axis) change as the harvest level (x-axis) Increases. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The above analyses have increased our understanding of harvest strategies like MCY and CAY in the 
following ways. 

1. There would be no appreciable loss of long-term yield from a CAY strategy if the fish stock 
were assessed only every third year. 

2. The Prisk constraint (that biomass should be above 20Wo at least 90% of the time) effectively 
prevents very low biomasses (< 5%&) for the CAY strategy, but not for the MCY strategy. 
The effect of an additional constraint to prevent these very low biomasses under constant- 
catch harvesting was quite variable. In the scenarios considered it often caused only a 
relatively small drop in yield (< 20%), but in some circumstances the drop was much larger 
(as much as 40%). 

3. The FTisk constraint is not very restrictive for the CAY strategy (dropping it does not provide a 
substantial increase in long-tam yield). 

4. A new strategy - MCY with a threshold biomass - was shown to be intermediate between 
MCY and CAY (and can be adjusted to be closer to one or the other by adjusting the 
threshold biomass). .. . . . . . . . 

5. Several alternative ways of defining a more precautionary version of MCY have been explored 
and their consequences demonstrated. 



The effect of autocorrelated recxuitment is to reduce yields, but this reduction is small for 
variablmtch strategies. 
A number of rather arbitrary technical assumptions were required for these simulation 
experiments (e.g., the number of years simulated in each run). The effect of these 
assumptions was much greater for constantcatch strategies than it was for those with variable 
catches. 

The limited time available for this project restricted the range of scenarios that could be considered. 
Thus, for example, we considered a much more restricted range of biological parameters than did 
Francis (1992) (two alternative populations, two levels of steepness, and one of sigmaR compared to 
five, three, and three levels, respectively, in the earlier study). The conclusions from the earlier study 
allowed us to restrict our attention to the most iduential parameters (e.g., M) and ignore those whose 
effect was likely to be &tively minor (e.g., sigmaR). Autocorrelation in rerruitmemt (rho) is one 
biological parameter treated in the present study but not by Francis (1992). 

The limited time available also meant that we were unable to further pursue the CBMSY strategy. 
This is a pity because, of the strategies considered, it is the one that seems closest to the way that 
many fisheries are actually managed in New Zealand. The difficulty is that evaluation of this strategy 
requires simulations within simulations (because for each of the nyear years in one simulation run we 
need to cany out many projections to. determine the appropriate catch level for the next year). 
CASAL is not currently set up for such simulations within simulations, and it was not possible to 
modify it for this purpose within the time available. We attempted a shortcut version of the strategy 
that could be implemented with only slight modifications to CASAL but, unfortunately, that version 
performed very poorly. However, there is no reason why CASAL could not be modified in future to 
allow the full siinulations within simulations. 

One weakness in this study (and in that of Francis (1992)) is the treatment of assessment error. It is 
very likely that this is positively autocorrelated (i.e., if we overestimate current biomass in this year's 
assessment then we're more likely than not to do the sami next year), but the likely extent of 
correlation is unknown. Unfortunately, the time available for this study did not allow the 
modifications to CASAL that would have been needed to evaluate the effect of this autocorrelation. 

Studies of this type are inevitably limited in their ability to mimic the real world Such studies 
address general questions about generic fish stocks. Because they are concerned with long-term 
equilibrium conditions it is important that simulations cover extended periods of time. This makes the 
analyses somewhat artificial because it is not realistic to suggest that the same assessment method and 
harvest strategy would be applied, without modification, for such long periods. We believe this is 
unavoidable. This sort of approach is needed to answer broad questions. We can aim for more 
verisimilitude, using the techniques of management strategy evaluation (F'unt et al. 2002a, 2002b, 
2002c), when we address more specific questions such as "what is the best harvest strategy for a 
particular fish stock, given its current status and the data available to assess it?". 
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Appendix I: CASAL input files 

Each of the scenarios simulated is completely defined by three input files - population.cs1, 
utimation.cs1, and output.cs1 - in conjunction with the CASAL manual pull  et al. 2004). These 
'files are presented in this appendix. In any. line of these files, text following the symbol # is treated as 
a comment. The symbol @ marks the beginning of a command block 

This file describes the model structural assumptions for each simulation. We first present the file used 
for base scenarios with the loM population and then describe how this was modified for other 
scenarios. 

I PARTITION 
emin-age 1 
@-%-age 70 
@plus-group 1 
@maturegartition T 
en-areas 1 

# TIME SEQUENCE 6 ANNUAL CYCLE 
@initial 2004 
@current 2004 
@final 2006 

@annual-cycle 
time-steps 1 
recruitment-time 1 
spawning-time 1 
spawninggart-mart 0.5 
spawningg 1 
aging-time 1 
maturation-times 1 
fishery-names fishry 
fishery-times 1 
~girips 1 

% RECRUITMENT 
@y-enter 1 
@recruitment 



YCS-years 2003 
YCS 1 
SR BH 
steepness 0.75 
si&-r 0.6 
rho 0 

# RECRUITMENT VARIABILITY 
@randomisation-method lognormal 

.I MATURATION 
@maturation 
rates-all logisticgroducing 25 33 29 3 

@natural mortality 
all 0.05- 

# FISHING 
@fishery fishry 
years 2004 
catches 0 
selectivity just-mature 
U-max 0.67 

I COMMON SELECTIVITIES 
@selectivity-names just-mature 
@selectivity just-mature 
mature constant 1 
immature constant 0 

I INITIALIZING THE PARTITION 
@initialization 
BO 1000 

6 SIZE AT AGE 
@size-at-age-type von-Bert 
@size-at-age 
k 0.065 
to -0.5 
Linf 37.2 

6 SIZE-WEIGHT 
@size-weight 
a 9.21e-08 
b 2.71 

For base scenarios with the hiM population the following lines were changed: 

emax-age 15 

@maturation 
rates-all logisticgroducing 1 6 3.5 2 

@natural-mortality 
all 0.2 

The only other changes to the population.cs1 file occurred in the @recruitment block where the 
steepness or rho subcommands were changed as appropriate. 



This file has linle function in these simulations (because no model parameters were estimated). The 
same tile was used for all scenarios: 

t ESTIMATION METHOD 
@estimator likelihood 

@estimate 
parameter initialiration.BO 
lower-bound 100 
upper-bound 10000 

Of the three input files, output.cs1, which specifies which harvest strategy is to be simulated, changed 
most during the simulations. It contained only one command, e~cu-CAY. In the following table the left 
column lists all the command lines used The arguments given in these lines are those for base 
scenarios with the loM population; the middle column shows how these arguments were changed for 
other scenarios. The command lines are g i k  in gmups, separated by a blank line, and the notes in 
the right column of the table describe which strategies &ch group of l i e s  was used for. 

Argument used 
Commands and subcommands for other scenarios Used for which strategy? 
~MCY-CA~ All strategies 
n-simulations 100 
n-discard 100 or 25 for  hi^ 
n-keep 100 or 1000 when nyearl000 
p 0.2 
q 0.1 or'0.01 for PCY 

do-CAY T All CAY variants 
F-CAY-guess 0.05 or 0.2 for hiH 
CAY-uncertainty-dist lopnormal 
CAY-uncertainty-cv 0.2 or 0 if error - F 
do-MCY T ?.l1 MCY and PCY variants 
MCY-guess 15 or 46 for hiH 
MCY-uncertainty-dist lognormal 
MCY-uncertainty-cv 0.2 or 0 if error. - F 
do-CBMSY T All CBMSY variants 
M-for-CBMSY 0.05 or 0.2 for hiM 
p-CBMSY-guess 0.5 
Btarg 
Bprevious-uncertainty-dist lognormal 
0p:evious-uncertainty-cv 0.2 or 0 if error = F 

assess-frequency 3 CAY3y. CBHSY3y 

second-risk T CAYZr, CBKYS2r. MCY2r, PCY 
P2 0.05 
q2 0.001 

MCY-targs T MCYtb 
Btarg * 
Bprevious-uncertainty-dist lognormal 
Bprevious-uncertainty-cv 0.2 or 0 if error - F 
run-risk T PCY 
P-run 0.2 
e e u n  0.01 
r-run 0.1 

* The argument for starg was B., when do-CBMSY - T or Bnfwhen ~c~-targs = T 



Some of the subcommands given above for use in output.cs1 are not yet documented in the published 
CASAC manual because CASAL was modified to allow their use specifically for this project. The 
meaning of these new subwmmands, mostly straightforward, is described briefly here. 

IfT signals that CBMSY strategy is to. be simulated 
Value of M used in CBMSY projections 
Initial value ofp for CBMSY strategy evaluations 
Target biomass for CBMSY strategy or threshold biomass 
for MCYtb sirategy 

 previous-uncertainty-dist Error distribution for B,, for CBMSY or MCYtb strategy 
spzevious-uncertainty-m C.V. of this error distribution 

assess-frequency Assessment frequency in years (for CAY3y, CBMSY3y) 

second-risk 
P2r q2 

IfT signals that Prisk2 criterion is to be applied 
Constants defining Prisk2 criterion (biomass must be 
above pzB~ in at least proportion q2 of years) 

If T signals that MCY strategy includes a threshold 
biomass 

IfT signals that Priskr criterion is to be applied 
Constants defining Priskr criterion (biomass must be 
above p - ~ ~ n B ~  in at least proportion %run of years in 
at least proportion r-run of nm) 

Appendix 2: Setting the catch for the CBMSY strategy 

In this Appendix we explain how the catch level was set each year for the CBMSY strategy. This was 
done using a simple approximation to the annual catch equation: 

where we can think of R, as being the nominal recruitment (to the mature biomass) in year y. We use 
this equation twice to calculate C,. First, if we replace y by y-1 we can use it to calculate RFI as 
follows 

Then, in equation (A2.1) we make the approximation Ry = RPI, replace B, by its desired value [pBb + 
(I-p)B,l], and solve for C, 



Appendix 3: Results for non-CBMSY strategies 

Table A3.1: Results from scenarios with the 1oM population and nyear = 100. H is the optimum hawest 
level (an exploitation rate (no units) for the CAY strategies, or a catch (t) for the other strategies), MSY 
and Bmu are the long-term mean catch and biomass at this harvest level, and Prisk, Prlsk2, and Priskr 
(all percentages) are as defmed in Table 2. 

population steepneu rho error straIegy nyear H MSY Bmy Prisk PrisM Priskr 
I loM 0.75 0 T CAYo 100 0.0882 23.3 246.7 10 - - 

T CAY?.; 
T CAYZr 
T MCYp 
T MCYtb 
T MCYZr 
T PCY 

T CAYp 
T CAY3y 
T CAYZr 
T MCYp 
T MCYtb 
T MCYZr 
T PCY 

F . CAYp 
F CAY3y 
F CAYZr 
F MCYp 
F MCYtb 
F MCYZr 
F PCY 

T CAYp 
T CAY3y 
T CAYZr 
T MCYp 
T MCYtb 
T MCY2r 
T PCY 

T CAYp 
T CAY3y 
T CAYZr 
T MCYp 
T MCYtb 
T MCY2r 
T PCY 

F CAYp 
F CAY3y 
F CAYZr 
F MCYo 
F MCY& 100 37.9 29.8 252 10 - - 

0.95 0 F MCYZr 100 27.5 275  317.5 10 0.05 - 
0.95 0 F PCY 100 25 25 393.6 1 0 8 



Table A3.2: Results from scenarios with the population and nyear= 100. Beadings as for Table 
'43.1. 

popuhtion steepms rho error strategy nyear H MSY BNJY Prisk Prisk2 Pri& 
hiM 0.75 0 T CAYD 100 0.219 77.6 287.6 10 - - 

CAU; 
CAY2r 
MCYp 

MCYtb 
MCY2r 

PCY 

CAYp 
CAY3y 
CAY2r 
M a p  

MCYtb 
MCY2r 

PCY 

CAYp 
CAY3y 
CAY2r 
M ~ P  
MCYtb 
MCY2r 

PCY 

CAYp 
CAY3y 
CAY2r 
MCYp 

MCYtb 
MCY2r 

PCY 

CAYp 
CAY3y 
CAY2r 
M ~ P  
MCYtb 
MCYZr 

PCY 

CAYp 
CAY3y 
CAYZr 
MCYp 

MCYtb 
MCY2r 

PCY 

Table A 3 3  Results from scenarios with nyear = 1000. Beadings as for Table A3.1. 
population steepness rho error strate= nyear H MSY B ~ Y  Prisk Prisk2 Priskr 

85 loM 0.75 0 T CAYp IOW 0.0875 23.1 245.9 10 - - 
86 loM 0.75 0 T MCYp IOW 17.1 16.4 508.9 5.3 - - 
87 loM 0.75 0 T PC( lDOO 13.3 13.3 640.3 0.2 0.1 1 

88 hiM 0.75 0 T CAYp 1000 0.22 78.2 288.5 10 - - 
89 hiM 0.75 0 T MCYp 1000 49.5 47.4 5823 8.9 - - 
90 hiM . 0.75 0 T PCY 1000 32.5 32.5 745.7 0.1 0.1 1 



Appendix 4: Changing the definition of PCY 

Results presented' in this appendix show the effect of various changes in the definition of PCY (see 
Section 4.1). 

Table A4.1: Effect of changing PCY defdtlon by dropping the PriskZ and Priskr criteria and changing 
the Prisk constraint to 1%. Each Line in the table corresponds to one of the original PCY scenarios in 
Appendix 3. Table headings as in Appendix 3. 

populalion steepness rho error nyear 
7 loM 0.75 0 T 100 
14 loM 0.75 0.6 T I00 
21 loM 0.75 0 F 100 
28 loM 0.95 0 T 100 
35 loM 0.95 0.6 T 100 
42 loM 0.95 0 F 100 
49 hiM 0.75 0 T 100 
56 hiM 0.75 0.6 T 100 
63 hiM 0.75 0 F 100 
70 hiM 0.95 0 T 100 
77 hiM 0.95 0.6 T 100 
84 hiM 0.95 0 F 100 
87 loM 0.75 0 T 1000 
90 hiM 0.75 0 T 1000 

MSY 
14.6 
12.9 
21.1 
18.3 
15.3 
25 
45.7 
31.4 
56.9 
60.4 
42.9 
69.7 
14.6 
37.6 

Prisk Priskz Priskr 
1 0.6 2 

Table A43. As for Table A4.1 except that the risk constraint for Prisk Ls set to 0.5%. Table headings as 
in Appendix 3. 

population steepness rho ermr nyear H MSY Bmy Prisk Prism Priskr 
7 loM 0.75 0. T I00 14.6 14.6 568.8 0.5 0 2 
14 loM 0.75 0.6 T 100 12.5 12.5 619.8 0.5 0 3 
2 1 loM 0.75 0 F ' I00 20.4 20.4 418.7 0.5 0 3 
28 loM 0.95 0 T 100 18.1 18.1 529.6 0.5 0 3.6 
35 loM 0.95 0.6 T 100' 14.8 14.8 606.7 0.5 0 4.4 
42 loM 0.95 0 F 100 24.6 24.6 404.8 0.5 0 4.1 
49 hiM 0.75 0 T 100 39.9 39.9 708 0.5 0.05 1 

Table A43: As for Table A4.1 except that the risk constraint for Prisk is set to 0.1%. Table headings as 
in Appendix 3. 

population steepness rho error nyear H MSY B ~ Y  Prisk P d 9  Pri~kr 
7 loM 0.75 0 T 100 13.8 13.8 591 0.1 0 1 



Table A4.4: Effeet of changing PCY defdtion by dropping the Prisk and Prisk2 criteria. Each line in the 
table corresponds to one of the original PCY scenarios in Appendix 3. Table headings as in Appendix 3. 

population steepness rho e m r  n y w  H MSY Bmy Prisk PriskZ Priskr 
7 loM 0.75 0 T 100 17 15.8 474.8 8.91 7.03 10 
14 loM 0.75 0.6 T 100 14.7 14.5 549 3.83 1.55 10 
2 1 loM 0.75 0 F I 00 21.2 21.2 381.1 1.43 0 I0 
28 loM 0.95 0 T 100 20.8 20.8 455.8 4.99 1.43 10 
35 loM 0.95 0.6 T 100 16.9 16.9 553.2 2.93 0.15 10 
42 loM 0.95 0 F 100 25.2 25.2 387.4 1.35 0 10 
49 hiM 0.75 0 T 100 51.7 51.1 603.1 2.68 1.56 10 
56 hiM 0.75 0.6 T 100 33.5 33.4 748.3 1.35 0.68 10 
63 hiM 0.75 0 F 100 56.4 56.4 564.7 0.66 0 10 
70 hiM 0.95 0 T I00 60.8 60.8 596 1.07 0 10 
77 hiM 0.95 0.6 T 100 40.4 40.4 741.4 0.58 0.04 10 
84 hiM 0.95 0 F 100 67.4 67.4 547.5 0.39 0 10 
87 loM 0.75 0 T I000 16.3 15.8 537.5 3.92 3.32 10 
90 hiM 0.75 0 T I000 41.1 39.6 660.8 5.51 4.45 10 

Table A4.5: As for Table A4.4 except that the risk constralnt for Priskr is dropped to 5%. Table 
beadings as in Appendix 3. 

population sfeepnens rho e m r  nyear H MSY Bmy Prisk PrisW Priskr 
7 loM 0.75 0 T 100 16.1 15.5 512.2 4.82 3.66 5 
14 loM 0.75 0.6 T 100 13.2 13.2 600.1 1.27 0 5 
21 loM 0.75 0 F I00 20.9 20.9 395.7 0.76 0 5 
28 loM 0.95 0 T I00 19.3 19.2 499.2 2.38 0.28 5 
35 loM 0.95 0.6 T 100 15.4 15.4 591.9 1.05 0.02 5 
42 loM 0.95 0 F 100 24.7 24.7 4W.S 0.64 0 5 
49 hiM 0.75 0 T 100 48.4 48.1 634.8 1.41 0.94 5 
56 hiM 0.75 0.6 T 100 30.3 30.2 775.1 0.78 0.31 5 
63 hiM 0.75 0 F 100 54.8 54.8 580.6 0.28 0 5 
70 hiM 0.95 0 T 100 58 57.9 6 17.3 0.51 0 5 
77 hiM 0.95 0.6 T 100 37.1 37.1 763.9 0.36 0.02 5 
84 hiM 0.95 0 F 100 64.7 64.7 568.2 0.19 0 5 
87 loM 0.75 0 T 1000 15.4 15.1 570.2 2.3 2.03 5 
90 hiM 0.75 0 T I000 39 38.3 687.5 2.67 2.14 5 

Table A4.6: A8 for Table A4.4 except that the risk constralnt for Priskr is dropped to 1%. Table 
beadines as in Ao~endix 3. 

pop&ion st&tess rho ermr nyear H MSY Bmy Prisk PriskZ Priskr 
7 loM 0.75 0 T 100 14.5 14.5 570.7 0.3 0 I 



Appendix 5: Results for two further strategies: CAYnr and CAYR 

In this appendix full results are given h m  simulations to evaluate strategies defiued in Section 4.2. 

Table A5.1: Results from scenarios evaluating CAYnr and CAYr2, with those for CAYp added for 
comparison. Table headings as in Appendix 3. 

populm'on steepne~s rho e ~ r  shxtegy nyear H MSY BmY Prisk PriskZ 
loM 0.75 0 T CAYD 100 0.0882 23.3 246.7 10 - 

T  CAY^^ 
T CAYr2 

T CAYp 
T CAYnr 
T CAYR 

F CAYp 
F CAYnr 
F CAYR 

T CAYp 
T CAYnr 
T CAYr2 

T CAYp 
T CAYnr 
T CAYR 

F CAYp 
F CAYnr 
F CAYR 

T CAYp 
T CAYN 
T CAYR 

T CAYp. 
T CAYnr 
T CAYR 

F CAYp 
F CAYnr 
F CAYR 

T CAYp 
T CAYnr 
T CAYR 

T CAYp 
T CAYnr 
T CAYR 

F CAYp 
F CAYnr 
F CAYR 

100 
100 

I00 
100 
100 

100 
I00 
100 

100 
I00 
I00 

100 
100 
I00 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

LOO 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 



Appendix 6: Results for variants of MCYtb 

In this appendix full results are given h m  simulations to evaluate strategies defined in Section 4.3. 

Table A6.1: Resdts from scenarios evaluating MCYtb.75, MCYtb.5, and MCYtbZO%. Table headings . 
as in Appendix 3. 

pop&fion steepness rho error sm~egv nyeor H 
loM 0.75 0 T MCYtb.75 100 35.2 

MSY 
23.5 
22.6 
22.7 
29.6 
27.8 
28.9 

76 
68.2 
75.9 
92.9 
82.9 
93.1 

22.2 
20.9 
22.2 
27.2 
25.4 
27.7 

69.6 
60.5 
69.3 
84.7 
73.9 
85.6 

20.7 
19.5 
22.3 
26.9 
24.6 
27.9 

63.9 
52.2 
67.6 
8 1 
66.2 
85.2 

20.5 
63.2 


